As you scroll down, you'll find the latest events TSSC has been involved into.
TSSC organized Training Partners Meet at AICTE Hall, New Delhi. The objective of the meeting was to deliberate on new initiatives, collaborative opportunities, challenges and the go to market strategy.
Team TSSC congratulates all the champions at World Skills Kazan 2019. We are so proud of the accomplishments of all of Team India. The World Skills international provide us with a special occasion to unite in so many ways and to achieve truly wonderful things.
CEO TSSC as a speaker at IoT India Congress, Conference track ‘Defence’ in Bangalore. The discussion was on a business case exploring challenges in implementing IoT in Defence segment.

MEETING AT HIPA, GURGAON

Mr. Arvind Bali addressed the gathering of ITS officers from all over India at Haryana Institute of Public Administration, Gurgaon. He apprised them about various initiatives of TSSC in skill development
Team TSSC celebrated International Youth Day. The theme of International Youth Day 2019 is “Transforming education”. It is an effort to highlight the role of education and to make it more relevant, equitable and inclusive for all youth.
Mr. Arvind Bali delivered a lecture on New Age Technologies and its importance to the students of Punjab Engineering College, Chandigarh. The discussion highlighted the impact of the Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud computing, big data on the way industries functions and what will be the skill sets required by industry.
TSSC and Voice&Data organized second edition of Telecom Manthan 2019 in New Delhi. Telecom Manthan in its second edition highlighted the importance of emerging technologies and skill requirements for the next generation and emphasized on the necessary changes to be made from the policy point of view along with industry to collaborate hand in hand for the better future.
Follow us on social media to stay updated with the changing market trends, evolving skilling industry, and many more relevant issues.

Team TSSC would like to thank you for your continuous support.
Reach out to us anytime at bd-communications@tsscindia.com and share your valuable feedback with us.

GET A JOB OF YOUR DREAMS

At TSSC, we are working as a bridge between Industry & Academia and making a focused attempt to act as a catalyst to balance demand and supply in the market in the context of a skilled workforce. With focused efforts and dedication and to make this initiative a success, TSSC has launched the placement portal.

For more information, please click on the link: http://tsscindia.in/
The portal is built with the purpose to facilitate the processes involved in finding, attracting, accessing & hiring skilled personnel as per the demand of the Industry.
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